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ABSTRACT

The results of a spatial stability analysis of a two-dimensional slab jet, in which optically thin radiative
cooling is dynamically important, are presented. We study both magnetized and unmagnetized jets at
external Mach numbers of 5 and 20. We model the cooling rate by using two different cooling curves:
one appropriate to interstellar gas, and the other to photoionized gas of reduced metallicity. Thus, our
results will be applicable to both protostellar (Herbig-Haro) jets and optical jets from active galactic
nuclei.

We present analytical solutions to the dispersion relations in useful limits and solve the dispersion
relations numerically over a broad range of perturbation frequencies. We find that the growth rates and
wavelengths of the unstable Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) modes are significantly different from the adiabatic
limit, and that the form of the cooling function strongly affects the results. In particular, if the cooling
curve is a steep function of temperature in the neighborhood of the equilibrium state, then the growth of
K-H modes is reduced relative to the adiabatic jet. On the other hand, if the cooling curve is a shallow

function of temperature, then the growth of K-H modes can be enhanced relative to the adiabatic jet by
the increase in cooling relative to heating in overdense regions. Inclusion of a dynamically important

magnetic field does not strongly modify the important differences between an adiabatic jet and a cooling
jet, provided the jet is highly supermagnetosonic and not magnetic pressure-dominated. In the latter
case, the unstable modes behave more like the transmagnetosonic magnetic pressure-dominated adia-
batic limit. We also plot fluid displacement surfaces associated with the various waves in a cooling jet in
order to predict the structures that might arise in the nonlinear regime. This analysis predicts that low-
frequency surface waves and the lowest order body modes will be the most effective at producing observ-

able features in the jet.

Subject headings: galaxies: jets -- hydrodynamics -- instabilities -- ISM: jets and outflows -- MHD

1. INTRODUCTION

The structure and morphology of astrophysical jets canbe affected by a variety of dynamical processes, for example,
interaction with ambient material or variability in the parameters of the jet itself. In addition, it has long been recognized that
even steady isolated jets may form structure through the growth of Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) modes. For this reason, the
stability properties of supermagnetosonic astrophysical jets have been the subject of intense study. To date, almost all such
studies have been confined to adiabatic jets (e.g., see the review by Birkinshaw 1991) with application to extragalactic radio
sources. Such studies find that adiabatic supermagnetosonic jets are always unstable. Moreover, it has been shown for a

limited number of specific sources (e.g., 3C 449; Hardee, Cooper, & Clarke 1994) that the apparent sinusoidal pattern in the
plane of the sky can be explained successfully by the unstable growth of helical twisting excited by a small precessional or
orbital motion of the central engine.

Some of the finest examples of astrophysical jets, however, are nonadiabatic flows in which the cooling time due to optically

thin radiation is comparable to or less than the dynamical time. Examples of nonadiabatic or "cooling" jets include the
protostellar or Herbig-Haro jets associated with star-forming regions (Edwards, Ray, & Mundt 1993; Ray 1996) and jets in
Seyfert galaxies. In this case, the loss of thermal energy from the system can have significant effects on the dynamics of the jet,
e.g., Falle, Innes, & Wilson (1987) and Blondin, Fryxell, & Krnigl (1990), making the results of studies of adiabatic jets largely
inapplicable to these systems. In a series of papers, Stone & Norman (1993a, 1993b, 1994) extended earlier work by combining
a more realistic cooling model with three-dimensional simulations. These studies reveal that cooling jets sweep up dense shells
of shocked jet and ambient gas that are strongly fragmented into knots and clumps. These results are consistent with those of
a number of other workers (Gouviea dal Pino & Benz 1993; Chernin et al. 1994) who use different numerical techniques.

Thus, while a number of studies have revealed much about the propagation of cooling jets, the stability properties of such

flows, and the nonlinear dynamics and structure of K-H unstable cooling jets, is less well understood. Bfihrke, Mundt, & Ray
(1988, hereafter BMR) were the first to propose that the emission knots observed in some protostellar jets could be produced
by the growth of the K-H pinch modes. Subsequently, kinematic studies have discovered that in many cases, internal knots
can be attributed to variability in the outflow instead (Reipurth 1989). Hydrodynamical simulations of pulsed jets reveal the

growth of knots similar to those observed in protostellar jets (Stone & Norman 1993b; Gouviea dal Pino & Benz 1994). Still,
the asymmetric pattern of knots observed in some systems (e.g., HH 47; Heathcote et al. 1996) is difficult to account for by

pulsing alone, and this suggests that at some level, K-H instability may play a role in determining jet structure. However, as
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BMR recognized, applying the results of stability analyses performed for adiabatic jets to cooling jets can be misleading, since
cooling can alter the growth rates and wavelengths of K-H modes. Thus, interpreting the structure of cooling jets quantitat-
ively as being the result of K-H modes requires a self-consistent stability analysis, including the effects of radiative cooling.

To date, the only stability analyses of cooling jets that have been presented in the literature have been limited in scope. For
example, Massaglia et al. (1992) have considered the effect of cooling on the symmetric K-H pinching mode of a cylindrical
fluid jet. They performed a temporal analysis and only solved the dispersion relation at two discrete wavenumbers.

In this paper, we report the results of a comprehensive linear stability analysis of a two-dimensional slab jet with radiative
cooling. Here we perform a spatial stability analysis. We give analytic solutions to the dispersion relation in several useful
limits and use numerical techniques to find the solutions as a function of frequency. We study the effect of different cooling
curves (one appropriate to photoionized gas and jets in active galaxies, and one appropriate to interstellar gas and protostel-
lar jets). We also study stability properties in the presence of magnetic fields. In this paper, we find that there are substantial
differences in the growth rates and wavelengths of unstable K-H modes between cooling and adiabatic jets. In a companion
paper (Stone, Xu, & Hardee 1997, hereafter Paper II), we present time-dependent hydrodynamical simulations that follow the
growth of K-H modes into the nonlinear regime.

We choose to study a slab jet in this paper for a number of reasons. A slab jet is spatially resolved along two Cartesian axes
and is effectively infinite in extent in the third dimension. Analysis of the stability properties of slab jets has revealed that the
symmetric pinching mode and asymmetric sinusoidal mode are qualitatively similar to the pinch and helical modes of a
cylindrical jet (Hardee & Norman 1988). Thus, the asymmetric sinusoidal mode of a slab jet becomes a direct analog to the
helical mode of a three-dimensional jet. We note that on the adiabatic jet, the asymmetric sinusoidal mode of a slab jet and the
helical mode of a cylindrical jet are predicted to grow more rapidly than the accompanying symmetric pinch mode. The
numerical computation of the nonlinear evolution of a two-dimensional slab jet is simplified greatly by the reduction in
computer memory and CPU requirements in comparison with a fully three-dimensional jet, making parameter space surveys
possible. We will report on the stability properties and nonlinear evolution of a fully three-dimensional cooling jet in a future
paper.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In § 2, we derive the linearized dispersion relations for a cooling slab jet and
discuss the forms of the different cooling functions adopted here. In § 3, we present solutions to the dispersion relations in
several useful limits. In § 4, we present numerical solutions to the dispersion relations. In § 5, we compare and contrast our
results with studies of adiabatic jets, and in § 6 we summarize our results.

2. LINEARIZED STABILITY ANALYSIS

Let us model a jet as a slab bounded by Ixl = R, having a uniform density Pjt and a uniform internal magnetic field Bit at an
angle Cjr with respect to a uniform velocity u = Uz. The external medium has a uniform density Pex and contains a uniform
magnetic field Bex at an angle ¢_x with respect to the jet velocity. The jet is in static total pressure balance with the external
medium, i.e., P*x = PCx + B_x/8n = P_t = Pjt q- B_J8_. The initial equilibrium state must satisfy

apo
+ v. (poUo)= 0,

aUo [(V x Bo) x Bo]
Po at - VP° + 4re '

D Po D
D---tPo -- F -- --Po Dt

po = (r - 1)(Ho- Co),

where H(p, p) and C(p, p) are the heating and cooling rates per unit volume, respectively, F is the adiabatic index, D/Dt -
O/at + u • a/ax, and the subscript 0 implies an initial equilibrium value. An initial equilibrium state implies that H o =
H(Po, Po) = Co = C(Po, Po).

The general approach to analyzing the stability properties of this system is to linearize the one-fluid MHD equations of
continuity, momentum, and energy within each medium in which the flow velocity u = 0. The flow velocity is then reintro-
duced when solutions are matched at the jet boundary. The linearized MHD equations that are relevant to our model become
(e.g., Hunter & Whitaker 1989)

aPl
a---t-+ V. (pou0 = 0,

aua [(V x Bo) x B a + (V x B1) x Bo]
Po at - -Vpa + 47r

D Po D

Dt pi -- F --Po--DtPa = (F -- 1)(H a -- Ca)

where the density, velocity, pressure, magnetic field, and heating and cooling rates are written as p = Po + Pa, u = ua.
P = Po + Pa, B = B o + BI, H = H o + HI, C = C O + Ca, and subscript 1 refers to a perturbation to the equilibrium quantity.
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The perturbed part of the heating and cooling rates in the energy equation can be written as

-- = - Pl + ---fffip Pl ,p _P p P P

and following Hunter & Whitaker, we rewrite the energy equation in the form

Dt Pl + Fppl F Po D-- = -- Pl + FpPl ,
Po

where

Fp = (F- 1)( OC OH )\ap . '
and

Fp ---- -- fffip

where the sound speed a2 -- Fpo/p o. It is often more useful to write the heating and cooling rates per unit volume as H(T, p)
and C(T, p). With this choice, it can be shown that

r(r- 1)c(OlnC 01nil )Fp - _Po \Ol--i_ Io -- 8 ln----T. '

and

F-- 1 fOlnC OlnC 01nil 01nil "_

F° ..... C_ O_nT o 81np r + 81np r 81nT )'Po a2 p

where C - Co = Ho.
In slab geometry, we look for perturbations Pa, ul, Pl, and B1 of the form

fl(x, y, z) =fl(x) exp [i(kyy + kzz - cot)] , (1)

where y is perpendicular to the flow in the plane of the slab jet. Note that spatial growth of a perturbation corresponds to a
negative imaginary part of the wavenumber and that temporal growth of a perturbation corresponds to a positive imaginary
part of the wave frequency. With this form for the perturbations, a differential equation for the dependence of the total
pressure perturbation p* - pa + B 1 • Bo/4r_ within each medium as a function ofx can be written in the form

82P * + flZp, = 0 (2)
(_X 2

where, in general,

71/2fl - -k2 + (oy)2(a2/Q + V_) - k 2 cos 2 (0 - ck)V 2 a2/QJ " (3)

In equation (3), VA = (B2/4_po) _/2 is the Alfv6n speed, k 2 = k_ + k 2, k_ = k cos 0, co' - (co - ku cos 0) is the Doppler-shifted
frequency, and u is the flow velocity of the fluid with respect to the rest (observer) frame. Note that VA cos (0 - _b) is the
projection of the Alfv6n velocity along the wavevector k. The heating and cooling rates are contained in the dimensionless
quantity

1 + iFp/co'
Q-

1 + iFffco''

Note that the adiabatic case is recovered by setting Q = 1. The solutions are understood most easily when written in the form

p'it(x) = Ca_ sin (fl_t x) + C_ cos (flit x) (4)

inside the jet, and

p*_x(X) = C +_e +-ip°_x (5)

outside the jet, where the plus or minus sign is chosen so that p*_x(X) _ 0 as Ix I _ oo. In equation (4),

I ((L) -- k COS 0U) 4 11/2 1 + iFJpt/(o) -- k cos Ou)fl_t = - k2 + (co - k cos Ou)2(a_t/Qjt +-V_ j-ti_ k5 c--os2 (0 - qS_t)VZadt a2j_/QjtJ ' Qjt = 1 + iF_t/(o.) - k cos Ou)'
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and in equation (5),

co4 ] 1/2 1 + iF;X/coflex = -- k2 d- f.02(a2rfQex + V2,ex) -- k 2 cos 2 (0 - CJV2g,_x aEoJQ.x] , Q_x - 1 + iF;*/03 "

In the expressions above, we have chosen the rest frame to be the reference frame of the external medium.
At Ix l = R, we require that the total pressure be continuous across the boundary, i.e., p'jr(R) = p*e,(R), and that the fluid

displacement inside and outside the jet in the x-direction must be equal at the jet boundary, i.e., ¢_t(R) = _*(R), where the fluid

displacement in the x-direction is given by

_t_ 1 0P*jt and _x_ 1 ap*ex (6)
_jt _X _ex 0X

and

In equations (6),

_jt Pjt[( (D k cos On) 2 k 2 cos 2 (0 - 2-- __ -- (])jt)VA, jt] ,

Zex = Pex[ ('02 k 2 cos 2 (0 2- - ¢o )VA,ox]•

The requirement that the two jet boundaries be coupled, along with equations (4), (5), and (6), and the boundary conditions on
the pressure and the displacement, can be shown to result in two dispersion relations:

tan (tit R) = -i to___, (7)
Zjt Zex

and

tJ_3cot (tit R) = +i t___x. (8)
Zjt Zex

Equation (7) describes the symmetric pinch mode of a slab jet, Cas = 0 in equation (4), and equation (8) describes the
asymmetric sinusoidal mode of a slab jet, C, = 0 in equation (4).

We will assume that heating and cooling rates are of the form H = A n n_'T _ and C -- A c n_CT ac, respectively. Since we are
only considering linear perturbations from the equilibrium state in this paper, this assumption requires simply that the
heating and cooling functions be representable by power laws in the neighborhood of the equilibrium state. For the nonlinear
simulations presented in Paper II, we will relax this assumption. The requirement that the initial configuration be in
equilibrium, i.e., Ho - Co = 0, means that

m .anT#. A .,aCT#C 0
Hr_O _0 -- zx Ct_ 0 _t 0 _ .

With these forms for the heating and cooling rates, Fp and Fp are of the form

r(r - 1)
Fp - C(tc - tH)

PO a2

and

F-1
Fp - C [(tic -- t.) + (all -- aC)] ,

po a2

where C = Ac "0"_cTaC--oergs cm- a s- _. We will assume that the heating rate is independent of the temperature, i.e., t, = 0, and

is proportional to the density, i.e., a, = 1.
It is clear that the solutions to the dispersion relation will depend sensitively on the precise form of the cooling function we

adopt, i.e., the values of ac and tic. Ultimately, we are interested in the stability of cooling jets in protostellar systems and
Seyfert galaxies. Thus, we choose one cooling curve appropriate to interstellar gas and protostellar jets, and a second cooling
curve appropriate to photoionized gas and Seyfert galaxies.

Numerical simulations indicate that jets remain relatively well collimated with small opening angles only if they are in
pressure balance with the external medium. This appears to be the case for protostellar jets after possibly an initial rapid
expansion phase (Ray et al. 1996). Numerical simulations (Norman, Winkler, & Smarr 1983; Cioffi & Blondin 1992) and
simple physical arguments (Begelman & Cioffi 1989) show that light jets with densities less than the undisturbed external
medium create large lobes of processed jet material, and that heavy jets create much smaller cocoons. Additionally, three-
dimensional numerical simulations show that jets lighter than the surrounding medium are subject to filamentation and
disruption by entrained material (Hardee, Clarke, & Howell 1995), where jets heavier than the surrounding medium are much
more robust (Hardee & Clarke 1995). In particular, numerical simulations, e.g., Stone & Norman (1993a, 1993b, 1994), of
propagating jets with nonequilibrium cooling show that jets of density comparable to or greater than the density of the
undisturbed external medium and in pressure balance with that medium produce features similar to those seen in protostellar
jets. In these simulations (also in adiabatic simulations of dense jets), the jet is surrounded by a cocoon of width a few times the
jet diameter that is both hotter and less dense than the jet and hotter and less dense than the surrounding undisturbed
external medium. The simulations also reveal a very low-ionization fraction in the colder jet material Thus, for our
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equilibrium jet configuration, we imagine a cold, dense protostellar jet of low-ionization fraction in equilibrium with a hotter,
less dense cocoon. This hotter, less dense cocoon might be associated with observed line emission that may originate in an

outflow mixing layer (e.g., HH 47 [Hartigan et al. 1993] and HH 110 [Noriega-Crespo et al. 1996]), and that comes from
material with temperatures ranging from about 2500 to about 6000 K. Outside this layer, we might find the cold, poorly
collimated molecular outflows that have been observed from some objects (e.g., HH 46/47 [EislSffel et al. 1994] and HH 111

I-Reipurth & Cernicharo 1995]). All of these regions must be in approximate pressure balance if the jets are to remain highly
collimated.

In order to maximize the possible effects of cooling, we choose a cooling function that has tic = 0.5 and _c = 2, and we
choose Ab X= 1.5 x 10 -24 when 104 < T < 2 × 105 (e.g., Bertschinger 1986) for the cooling in a hot cocoon around the
denser jet. In the colder jet fluid, we choose A_ = 3.0 x 10-28, corresponding to an assumed ionization fraction no/n <_ 0.001
(e.g., Dalgarno & McCray 1972; Spitzer 1978, p. 142). This discontinuous cooling function adequately mimics the Dalgarno &
McCray cooling curve (see Fig. la) for low-ionization fractions in fluid below 104 K. For ionization fractions 0.001 < no/n <
0.1, A_ _ 9.5 x 10-27(ne/n)°'5. This choice will serve to illustrate the possible effects of cooling on the stability of a cold, dense

protostellar jet propagating within a hotter, less dense, slowly moving cocoon and in which cooling is a shallow function of
temperature (e.g., proportional to T °'5) in each medium.

For purposes of calculation, we will consider a jet of radius R = 2.5 x 1015 cm with number density nit = 600 cm -3,

temperature T = 103 K, and sound speed ajt = 3.73 x 10 s cm s-1 (similar to parameters chosen for propagating jet
simulations). The external number density is assumed to be 1/10 the jet number density, i.e., nex = 60 cm-3, the external
medium has a temperature of T = 10 4 K, and the external sound speed is aex = 1.18 x 106 cm s -1. With this choice of

parameters,

F_tj-9poa 2 ,-cno_o ]1.37 x 10 -11 s -1

and

F_X_ 1 _-1.29 × 10 -9 s -1 ].FJtJ = -- 3po a2 Acn_ T°'5 = I,-0.82 x 10 -11 s -1j "

An alternative cooling function such as that used by MacDonald & Bailey (1981), which is of the form C = ne nHL(T ), where

ne and nn are the free electron and total hydrogen number densities, respectively, is appropriate to Seyfert galaxies. For
106 < T < 108 K, L(T) is given by the steady state cooling curve of Raymond, Cox, & Smith (1976), but with reduced iron
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FIG. 1.--Per particle cooling rates for (a) the DM cooling curve and (b) the MB cooling curve. The dotted lines indicate the power-law fits used in the

linear analysis.
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abundance (see MacDonald & Bailey 1981). For 10 4 < T < 10 6 K, L(T) is given by the time-dependent isochoric cooling
curve of Shapiro & Moore (1976). Below 10 4 K, the Shapiro & Moore curve was extrapolated so that L(T) _ 0 as T _ 102.
For the purposes of our linear analysis, we can fit the MacDonald & Bailey (1981) cooling curve as C = •^.c ,,o'_C'mC_oergs cm- 3
s -1, where Ac = 1.5 x 10 -34, tic _ 2.53, and a c = 2. Figure lb demonstrates that this fit is satisfactory over a broad
temperature range. While this cooling curve is more relevant to jets in galaxies, in this paper we use the same protostellar jet
parameters chosen for the Dalgarno & McCray cooling curve. This cooling curve serves to illustrate the effect of cooling as a
steep function of temperature (e.g., proportional to T 2"53) in each medium, and it also probes the effect of an order of
magnitude reduction in external cooling while maintaining the internal cooling rate. With protostellar jet parameters,

F_X_ 25 Acn_TZ.53=_l.46xlO-l°s-11}FJptj _ 9po a2 [4.30 x 10 -11 s- '

and

F_X_ 1 A ..2_2.53= _5.24 × 10 -11 S-1 tF_t j _ p_ _',c no 1o [1.54 x 10 -11 s -1_ "

The most important differences in jet stability properties between Dalgarno & McCray (DM) cooling and MacDonald &

Bailey (MB) cooling will be seen to arise from the change in sign of F o. The positive value of F o for MB cooling is a
consequence of the steeper temperature dependence of the MB cooling function. Positive values of Fp occur when (tic fin)
+ (an - %) > 0. For our choice of heating rate depending linearly on the density and of cooling rate depending on the
density squared, F o > 0 when tic > 1. We will also investigate the effect of varying A c to ascertain the effect of overestimates
or underestimates of the cooling enforced by our simple, sharp discontinuity between jet and external medium. The assumed
equilibrium state requires a considerably different heating rate in the jet and in the external material. There probably are not
physical sources that would lead to such different heating rates, but we must make this choice to establish the equilibrium
state,

:!:: :L:

; )? :. _:

3. APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS TO THE DISPERSION RELATIONS

3.1. Low-Frequency Limit

3.1.1. Pinch Mode Surface Wave and the Coolin9 Mode

The symmetric pinch mode dispersion relation admits a surface (fundamental) wave and multiple body (reflection) wave

solutions. In the low-frequency limit, the pinch mode surface wave solution is found from equation (7), with tan (flit R)
flit R < 1, and is given approximately by

_u _ _os0 21 i a_/Q_t + V2j t u )J lk VA'j' + a_/Q_ t + V_,_t cos 2 (0 qSjt)

[( V 2 a_/Qj t u2X2/q _R)2 ( u2X2fil coR)+ 2 g,jt -- --41-- V2- VA4t + a_/Qjt + V2,j t cos 2 (0 -- _bjt) a_/Qjt -[- A,jt

[(. V_,,jt_a_/Qjt_ 2 z 2 2X u Va,jtajt/Qjt

x a2 V2 2 (0 _jt) , (9)L\ jt/Qjt + A,jt tl(a2t/Qjt + VA,j,) COS2

where

X2 _ i{1-[(_)2 cosL(O__ (_ex!l'_ M2m .... __ (_)2}-i/2cos 2 0 J J(1 - (M .... JMex MA, ex)2(kz u/co)2[cos 2 (0 - _bex)/cos 2 0]

contains all the parameters associated with the external medium. The Alfv6n Mach number is defined as MA,ex _ u/V A.... and
1/2 v-2 _/2 become complex sonic and complex magnetosonic Mach numbers,M,x =- Q_x u/a_, and M ..... =- u/(a_x/Q_x + --A,_xJ

respectively. The solutions given by equation (9) are related to fast (the plus sign in the radical) and slow (the minus sign in the
radical) magnetosonic waves propagating with (u+) and against (u-) the jet flow speed u, but strongly modified by the

jet-external medium interface, and further modified by the cooling rates through Qjt and Q_x. In the adiabatic limit, Qjt =
Q_x = 1, the unstable growing solution is associated with the backward-moving (in the reference frame of the jet fluid) slow
surface wave. A second solution arises from equation (7), when (co - k cos Ou) + iF_t _ 0 and Qjt >>1. When (1 - co/k_ u) 2 >>
V],jt cos 2 (0 - _bjt)/u 2 cos z 0, an approximate solution is given by

i F_t + Adt •
2 2k_ u ,._ co + 1 + VA,jt/ajt a_t F (10)

and there is a plateau in the imaginary part of the wavenumber at low frequencies. This approximation indicates the existence
of a cooling mode that does not exist in the adiabatic limit, and this mode is growing if the imaginary part is negative and
damped if the imaginary part is positive. For our cooling functions with F_t > O, growth or damping depends on the sign of

2 2 jt
F_t, and when F_ t + (Va,jt/ajt)F p < 0, the cooling mode is growing.
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3.1.2. Sinusoidal Mode Surface Wave

The asymmetric sinusoidal mode dispersion relation admits a surface (fundamental) wave and multiple body (reflection)
wave solutions. In the low-frequency limit, the sinusoidal mode surface wave solution is found from equation (8), with cot

(fljt R) _ 1/fljt R, and is given approximately by (Hardee et al. 1992, hereafter HCNS)

{/[ V]'jt c°sZ-(0--_bst!l_l - {[ vZ'st c°s2-(0--_bst!l Xz/q V_.stcos2(O-c_jt)_l/2_kzcou_ 1 1 U2 COS2 0 Jill + i 1 -- U2 COS2 0 J coR/-----U-- u2 cos 2-_9 J I1" (11)

For supermagnetosonic jets, growing waves correspond to the solution with Re [X 2] > 1. The jet-to-external medium density

ratio is r/- Pjt/Pex, and in the dense jet limit (t/-* o0), equation (11) becomes co/k ,_ u cos 0 ___VA,St COS(0 -- _bjt). The sinusoidal
surface wave is therefore related to Alfv6n waves propagating with and against the jet flow speed u, but strongly modified by
the jet/external medium interface. The unstable growing solution is associated with the backward-moving (in the jet reference
frame) surface wave. This surface wave is modified by cooling in the external medium through the dependence of X on Qox,

but unlike the case for the symmetric pinch mode, no additional cooling mode solution arises from Qjt.

3.1.3. Body Waves

The symmetric pinch mode body wave solutions in the low-frequency limit are (Hardee 1995)

Mms,j t 1 (12)
kz R ,,_ m - -_ rc 1 - (Mms, JM_t MA,St)2[COS 2 (0 -- _bSt)/cos2 0] cos 2 0 '

where m > 1 is an integer, MA St -- U/VA St is the Alfv6n Mach number, and Mjt - Q_/au/ast and Mms,j t = u/(a2t/Qjt -}- g2,jt) 1/2

are now complex sonic and magnetoson_c Mach numbers, respectively. The asymmetric sinusoidal mode body wave solutions
in the low-frequency limit are given by (HCNS)

Mms,j t 1

k_R _ mg 1 - (Mm_,st/MstMA,_t)Z[cos 2 (0 -- _bjt)/cos 2 0] cos 2 0 ' (13)

where m ___1 is an integer. The low-frequency form for the body modes indicates that these modes exist, provided the
expression in braces in equations (12) and (13) has a real part. In the adiabatic limit for the case where the magnetic field and

wavevector are aligned with the flow, i.e., cos 2 (0 - _bst) = 1 and cos z 0 = 1, the typical behavior of the denominator (see Fig.
1 in HCNS) shows that the body waves exist if the jet speed exceeds the fast magnetosonic speed, or if the jet speed is slightly
below the slow magnetosonic speed. Equations (12) and (13) indicate that the body wave solutions are purely real in the
low-frequency limit on the adiabatic jet. However, the addition of cooling in the jet fluid implies a complex value for Qst, and

thus a complex value for Mms,j t and Mjt. As a result, body wave solutions should be complex: the numerical solution of the
dispersion relation shows that these waves are damped at low frequencies on the cooling jet.

3.2. Maximum Growth Rate

With the exception of the pinch mode surface wave, which in general has a broad plateau in the growth rate, all body waves
and the sinusoidal mode surface wave have a relatively sharp maximum in the growth rate when the jet is supermagnetosonic
and adiabatic (cf. HCNS). In the supermagnetosonic limit, we anticipate that a maximum in the growth rate will be achieved
when

09* R {_ Mms,jt/M ..... 2z_ Mmsjt

a 2 1[2 V 2 "_1/2 _ mzr + _J_ v*h _ 2* ' R (14)( olJQox + A,_xJ ._' 1 + Mm_,st/m ..... u, _ mr_ + (_/2),_ 1 + mmsdt/m .....

where m = 0 gives the sinusoidal mode surface wave, m > 1 gives the pinch and sinusoidal mode body waves, and (rc/2),_ is
added for the sinusoidal mode. In equations (14), co*, Vph,*and 2* are real quantities, and only the real part of complex
quantities should be used. It is clear that the effects of cooling can modify these expressions through the value of Q. For
example, Qox > 1 will decrease the frequency at which maximum growth occurs; Q_ < 1 will effectively increase the sound
speed and, in the absence of magnetic fields, will result in an increase in the frequency at which maximum growth occurs. Note
that the frequency at which maximum growth occurs should be independent of the internal cooling rate, although the phase

velocity and wavelength are dependent on the internal cooling rate through Mms,j t. With the exception of the pinch mode
surface wave, the maximum spatial growth rate of these waves is approximately given by

co* g (15)k* ,,_ --(2Mm_.stR)-aln 4 2 -----z 1/2 ,
(a_x/Q** + Vg,_x) J

where the real part of complex quantities must be used. When the adiabatic jet is subsonic in the absence of magnetic fields or
transmagnetosonic but super-Alfv6nic in the presence of magnetic fields, the growth rate of both symmetric pinch and
asymmetric sinusoidal surface waves has no maximum and increases proportional to the frequency. If Q_, < 1, the sonic or
magnetosonic Mach numbers might be reduced sufficiently to modify the transition point between supermagnetosonic and
transmagnetosonic regimes.
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3.3. High-Frequency Limit

3.3.1. Symmetric and Asymmetric Cooling Modes

In the supermagnetosonic limit when co _ 0% a symmetric pinch mode solution can be found from equation (7) when

(co - kz u) _ 0 and Q jr >_ 1, which is given by

kzu ,_ co + iF jt . (16)

Growth or damping will be determined by the sign of F_t. At high frequencies, a cooling mode solution can arise from
equations (7) and (8) when flit R _ ioo and i tan (ioo)--* -i cot (ioo)--* -1. In this case, both symmetric and asymmetric
dispersion relations are given approximately by X,t flex _ -gex fl't" In the supermagnetosonic limit for which gex and )_t take
on their purely fluid forms, and for which fl_t_ [(co- k_u)_/(aft/Qj t -1-V_,jt)]l/2and flex _ [°)2/(a_x/Qex + V_,ex)] f/2, an

approximate solution for the symmetric and asymmetric mode surface wave is given by

/M.sjt | |._ l__\r A, ex/_ex].zSex| . (17)
kzu 1 01/2 \Qed L 1 + (v_,jt/a_t)Qjt ]

_ +-_1/tl \_/2v l±tV2 /a 2_,q "-b/2
(D

It is obvious that the solution in the adiabatic limit (Q jr = Qex = 1) is purely real. In the high-frequency limit, where
Qex ,-_ 1 + i(F_ x - F_X)/o_ and (o) - kzu) _ 0 so that Qjt '_ 1 "-]-i(F jt -- FJt)/(fD -- ]¢z/A),and if(V_Ja2)Q _ 1, it follows that

FJp_--F_ 1,2 _ (18)kzu 1 + 1 F1 +i(V_,Ja_x)l _ i 1 +
co "_ -_ L 1 + (v2jt/a_t) l 2 (v_jt/a2t)l [l([1 + (V2,ex/a2x)J_oJ/ + (VA,jt/ajt)] o)Jll

IV 2 /a 2 _21_2 2 I72 /,_2_ql]2 in Qjt. Another possibility is that t A, ex/ ex) M.Sex _ 1where we have used (o9 - kzu) _ -[(1 + VA, ex/aex)/tl(1 + VA,jt/t*jtl_l

but (V],jt/aft)Q_t >> 1, in which case

k_u 1+ ajt (1_ 1/2 ( )_- _ r/1/ZVA,jt \QexJ _ 1 + a_t i ajt F_ _ - F_ _ (19)t/l/2VA,jt 2t/1/2 WA, jt 0) "

Both of these cases indicate the potential for growth associated with cooling, provided Fp - Fp > 0. Note that as a) _ _,
Qe, _ 1 and Qjt --)" 1 in equation (17) so that these waves should approach the adiabatic high-frequency limiting form in which
the growth rate decreases to zero.

3.3.2. Symmetric and Asymmetric Mode Body Waves

In the high-frequency limit, the real part of the usual adiabatic solutions to the symmetric and asymmetric dispersion
relations, but now modified by the effect of cooling in the jet fluid, is given by (e.g., HCNS)

"k-fD [_ (a2t){ [ (a2t/Qjt4V2A'jtaj2t/QJt-}- V2,jt) 2 -]1/2]-_ 1/2.._u cos0+ + V,_,,, 1_+ 1-cos 2 (0- q_,t)J _l[ " (20)- \!Sj,

Equation (20) describes fast, _o/k _ u +__max (VA,jt , ajt), and slow, co/k _ u + min (VA, jt , ajt), magnetosonic waves, and unstable
growing solutions are associated with the backward-moving, fast magnetosonic wave. With the exception of the cooling
modes, the real part of all other symmetric and asymmetric mode waves is described by equation (20), and the growth rate is
found numerically to approach zero as the frequency increases.

4. NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE DISPERSION RELATIONS

4.1. Fluid Jet

We have solved the dispersion relations in equations (7) and (8) numerically by using root-finding techniques over a wide

range of perturbation frequencies. Figures 2 and 3 provide a comparison between the resulting solutions computed for an
adiabatic jet, a nonadiabatic jet with DM-type cooling, and a nonadiabatic jet with MB-type cooling. Figure 2 gives the
results for a Mex = 5.0 jet with speed u = 5.9 x 106 cm s- 1, while Figure 3 gives the result for a Mex = 20.0 jet with speed
u = 23.6 x 106 cm s-1. Within each panel of each figure, the surface and first three-body waves associated with symmetric
pinch (top panels) or asymmetric sinusoidal (bottom panels) modes are plotted. Only those waves that have some frequency
range exhibiting growth are shown. Damping rates associated with these waves are not shown in order to reduce complexity.
In general, waves are purely real where no imaginary part is shown for the adiabatic case, and waves are damped where no
imaginary part is shown when cooling is important. Note that from a comparison of Figures 2 and 3, in all cases the principal
difference between Mach 5 and Mach 20 jets is a shift in the dimensionless frequency, _o*R/u, at which maximum growth rate
peaks occur, and a reduction in the maximum growth rate approximately inversely proportional to the Mach number as
indicated by equations (14) and (15). DM-type cooling leads to enhanced growth rates and growing cooling modes, whereas

MB-type cooling leads to similar or reduced growth rates and damped cooling modes when compared with adiabatic growth
rates. In the following sections, we discuss the results presented in Figures 2 and 3 in more detail.

4.1.1. Symmetric Mode

A growing cooling mode ($2) exists in the presence of DM-type cooling. In the presence of DM-type cooling, $2 has a

constant growth rate of k1 R ,._ F_t R/u at the lowest frequencies, in accordance with equation (10), and at higher frequencies,
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FIG. 2.--Surface (S) and first three-body wave (B) solutions to the symmetric and asymmetric dispersion relations for Mach 5 adiabatic and radiatively

cooled jets for the DM cooling function and the MB cooling function. The dashed lines give the imaginary part of the wavenumber.

the growth rate increases to kzR _ (4/3rlx/Z)Fp_R/u as predicted by equation (18). The growth rate of $2 is considerably
greater than the growth rate of the surface mode (S) on the adiabatic jet or the growth rate of the equivalent surface mode (S1)
on the cooling jet. The expected decrease in the growth rate of $2 at the highest frequencies is visible in the panels for the
Mach 20 jet (Fig. 4) at frequencies o_R/u > 9. It should be noted that $2 exists in the presence of MB-type cooling but is
heavily damped, and thus it is not plotted in the figures. The damping of $2 in the presence of MB-type cooling is a result of

2 2 jtthe fact that F_t + (VA, jt/ait)F p > 0 in equation (10) and F_ t > 0 in equation (16), although the damping rate is somewhat
higher than predicted by these approximations. In the presence of DM-type cooling the growth rate of S1 rises at low
frequencies like the adiabatic case but asymptotes to a growth rate of k_ R ,_ Fjt R/u at higher frequencies in accordance with
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equation (16). This value is below the comparable growth rate on the adiabatic jet for MCx = 5.0 but above the growth rate on

the adiabatic jet for M¢_ = 20.0. Thus, while the maximum growth rate of the symmetric surface mode (S) on the adiabatic jet
decreases approximately inversely proportional to the square of the Mach number, the maximum growth rate of the
symmetric surface mode (S 1) on the DM cooling jet decreases approximately inversely proportional to the Mach number. The
surface wave S1 has had its growth rate severely reduced in the presence of MB-type cooling. Note that there is a large
reduction in the growth rate of the first body wave (B1) in the presence of DM-type cooling, indicating a strong coupling
between the surface waves and the first body wave. In general, the growth rates of the symmetric body waves are reduced by
the inclusion of cooling, and the maximum growth rate is shifted to a lower frequency. The lowest order body waves are
affected more than the higher order body waves. At the lower frequencies, the body waves remain complex and are strongly
damped for both DM-type cooling and MB-type cooling. At the higher frequencies, the body waves are again heavily damped
in the presence of MB-type cooling.

The effect of varying the external and internal cooling rates for DM-type cooling was studied. In general, the growth rate of
$2 is increased as the external cooling rate is increased, with the most profound effects occurring at high frequencies. On the
other hand, it was found that a reduction of the external cooling rate by a factor 2 less than that used in Figure 2 eliminates
the high-frequency plateau. Internal cooling is responsible for the low-frequency plateau in the growth rate of $2, and the
low-frequency growth rate increases as the internal cooling rate increases. In general, the high-frequency growth rate is
suppressed by internal cooling in the absence of external cooling. Given these results, it is possible that the high growth rate of
$2 at high frequencies that is seen in Figures 2 and 3 is relatively sensitive to the choice of internal and external cooling rates.
On the other hand, the low-frequency behavior shows only the modest changes predicted by the analytical approximations
for S1 and $2 as internal and external cooling rates vary.

The growth rate of the first symmetric body wave (B1) is affected greatly by the external cooling rate at low and high
frequencies. At low frequencies, the growth rate is suppressed as the cooling rate increases. At high frequencies, the growth
rate increases initially as the cooling rate increases, but for a DM cooling rate twice that used in Figure 2, the growth rate is
greatly decreased below the adiabatic values. This result implies that the presently calculated growth rate for the first body
wave shown in Figures 2 and 3 is relatively sensitive to the choice of the external cooling rate. In general, the second body
wave (B2) also shows a decrease in the growth rate as the external cooling rate is increased, with the exception of the
maximum growth rate, which first increases and then decreases as the external cooling rate is increased further. While change
in the external cooling rate can produce varying large effects in the growth rate of these body waves, we find that an increase
in the internal cooling rate results in a predictable decrease in growth rates of the body waves at frequencies above and below
the maximally growing frequency but has little effect on the maximum growth rate. This result is in agreement with equations
(14) and (15), which predict that the maximally growing frequency and maximum growth rate are sensitive to the external
cooling rate through Qox only.

4.1.2. Asymmetric Mode

The asymmetric dispersion relation admits no cooling mode at low frequencies in addition to the surface wave (S).
However, the growth rate of S is increased at all frequencies relative to its growth rate on the adiabatic jet. The increase in
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growth rate at low frequencies results from cooling in the external medium via Qox in equation (11) and is about a factor 2
larger at the adiabatic maximum for DM-type cooling, but only about 20% larger at the adiabatic maximum for MB-type

cooling. The growth rate increases to kI R ,_, (4/3rll/2)F_oX R/u at the higher frequencies for DM-type cooling, and at the higher
frequencies, the growth rate plateau is identical to that of the symmetric cooling mode $2 as predicted by equation (17). The
expected decrease in the growth rate at the highest frequencies is visible in Figure 3 for the Mach 20 jet at frequencies
c.oR/u > 9. In the presence of MB-type cooling, the surface mode is strongly damped above the maximally growing frequency.
The growth rate of the asymmetric mode first body wave is reduced relative to the adiabatic jet but not as severely as the
symmetric mode first body wave. In general, the growth rates of the body waves are reduced by the inclusion of cooling, and
the maximum growth rate is shifted to a lower frequency. The lowest order body waves are affected more than the higher
order body waves. At the lower frequencies, the body waves are strongly damped, and they are strongly damped at the higher
frequencies for MB-type cooling also. With the exception of the first body wave, asymmetric and symmetric mode body waves
respond similarly to the effect of cooling.

The effect of varying the external and internal cooling rates for DM-type cooling showed that increasing the external
cooling rate raises the growth rate of the asymmetric surface wave at low frequencies. In general, the growth rate is increased
as the external cooling rate is increased, with the most profound effects occurring at high frequencies, just as was found to be

the case for the symmetric mode $2. On the other hand, it was found that a reduction of the external cooling rate by a factor 2
less than that used in Figure 2 eliminates the high-frequency plateau evident in Figures 2 and 3. Increasing the internal
cooling rate provides a predictable, modest decrease in the high-frequency growth rate, and our results appear to be
insensitive to the value of the internal cooling rate.

In general, both first (B1) and second (B2) asymmetric mode body waves show a decrease in the growth rate as the external
cooling rate is increased relative to the adiabatic jet, with the exception of the maximum growth rate, which first increases and
then decreases as the external cooling rate is increased further, and with behavior like the second symmetric mode body wave.
We note that no plateau appears in the high-frequency growth rate of the first asymmetric mode body wave (B1) and that this
is unlike the first symmetric mode body wave. While change in the external cooling rate can produce varying large effects in
the growth rate of these body waves, we find that an increase in the internal cooling rate results in a predictable decrease in
growth rates of the body waves at frequencies above and below the maximally growing frequency but has little effect on the
maximum growth rate. Thus, symmetric second and higher order body waves, and asymmetric mode first and higher order
body waves, respond similarly to the effects of cooling.

'.., ,

r

4.2. Magnetized Jet

The effect of magnetic fields has been examined for a jet with DM-type cooling, with magnetic field parallel to the flow, and
with equal thermal and magnetic pressures in the jet. For equal thermal and magnetic pressures, the jet Alfv6n speed is greater
than the jet sound speed with Va,jt _ 1.2ajt. Solutions to the symmetric and asymmetric dispersion relations for the surface
and first three body waves are shown in Figure 4 for jets with external sonic Mach numbers of 5.0, 3.0, and 1.5 and internal
magnetosonic Mach numbers Mms,j t = 15.1, 9.0, and 4.5, respectively. For these cases, the jet velocity was held constant, and
the external medium temperature was raised to reduce the external Mach number and to reduce the internal Mach numbers
by raising the jet temperature and magnetic field strength to maintain pressure balance. These three cases reveal the most
important effects of the magnetic field from the supermagnetosonic into the transmagnetosonic regime. In all cases, the jet
remains supersonic and super-Alfv6nic internally. For the Mach 5 magnetized jet, there are differences in the detailed
structure of the solutions for surface and body waves when compared with the unmagnetized jet, but the only significant
differences lie in the disappearance of the low-frequency plateau associated with the symmetric cooling mode $2, and the fact
that the high-frequency growth rate plateau resulting from cooling now appears to arise from the first symmetric mode body
wave (B1) and not from $2 as in the unmagnetized case. The disappearance of the low-frequency plateau has occurred as

2 2 jt
predicted by equation (10) because F_t + (Va.jt/ajt)Fp > 0. While our numerical routines are unable to follow $1 up to the
highest frequencies, we have nearly reached a maximum plateau growth rate kt R _ 1.4FJot R/u that is about 40% larger than
predicted by equation (16) and that is somewhat greater than the maximum growth rate on a comparable Mach 5 adiabatic
jet. Because the highest growth rates are not affected significantly by the magnetic field, we conclude that even a relatively
strong magnetic field does not have a large effect on the stability properties of the cooling jet in the linear limit. Note that this
also proves to be the case for the adiabatic jet in the supermagnetosonic limit but that the development of growing
perturbations has been found to be affected in the nonlinear limit by magnetic tension (HCNS; Hardee & Clarke 1995).

As the jet Mach number is decreased to 3, we find that the high-frequency cooling-driven plateau in the growth rate is
eliminated, and in general the growth rates associated with pinch mode surface waves $1 and $2 are reduced. While our
numerical routines are unable to follow S1 up to the highest frequencies, we have nearly reached a maximum plateau growth
rate k1 R _ 0.9F jt R/u that now proves to be somewhat smaller than the maximum growth rate on a comparable adiabatic jet.
In general, the maximum growth rates of the asymmetric surface wave and of the body waves are somewhat greater than on
the comparable adiabatic jet, but the structure of the solutions to the dispersion relations is quite similar. As the jet Mach
number is further decreased to 1.5, the solutions to the dispersion relations display a typical transmagnetosonic structure,
with the exception of the symmetric cooling mode $2 and some difference in the maximum growth rate of S1 (ktR .,_

0.45F_ t R/u) relative to a purely adiabatic jet. For example, the adiabatic Mach 1.5 transmagnetosonic jet shows an increase in
the growth rate associated with the symmetric surface wave S1, whereas we find a decrease on the cooling jet. However, in
general, the remaining solutions exhibit a typical adiabatic transmagnetosonic structure that includes a monotonically
increasing growth rate above some low-frequency cutoff associated with the first symmetric body wave, a decrease in the
maximum growth rate of the higher order body waves, a monotonically increasing growth rate associated with the asym-
metric surface wave S, and a decrease in the maximum growth rate of all the asymmetric body waves (e.g., Hardee 1995).
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FIG. 5.--Fluid displacement surfaces produced by (1) the pinch mode surface wave ($2) at low and high frequencies, and body waves (B2, B3) at the fastest

growing frequency, and (2) the sinusoidal mode surface wave (S) at low and high frequencies, and body waves (B1, B2) at the fastest growing frequency.

Some investigations of the effect of decreased jet thermal pressure to magnetic pressure were also performed for jet Mach
numbers of 5.0, 3.0 and 1.5. In particular, a jet thermal pressure of only 10% of the total jet pressure showed an increase in the

maximum growth rate of S1 by about a factor 4 relative to the growth rates shown in Figure 4, which were higher than the
comparable adiabatic jet. However, in general, the solutions remained comparable to the results shown in Figure 4 for which
the jet thermal pressure was 50% of the total pressure. This additional investigation suggested also that a decrease in the
thermal pressure relative to the magnetic pressure, equivalent to decreasing the internal jet sound speed relative to the Alfv6n
speed, results in solutions to the dispersion relation that resemble more closely the adiabatic jet results for comparable
parameters. Our present results indicate that cooling and adiabatic jets become more similar in their stability properties as the
magnetic field becomes more important and is the expected result for V] >>aZ/Q. Thus, the suppression of body waves
associated with fast magnetosonic waves found on the adiabatic, internally submagnetosonic and/or sub-Alf%nic jet is likely
to remain true for the cooling jet as well. It is also likely that the asymmetric mode surface wave is stabilized on the
sub-Alfv6nic cooling jet just as is the case on the sub-Alfv6nic adiabatic jet. Finally, we note that the symmetric mode surface
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wave and symmetric and asymmetric mode body waves associated with slow magnetosonic waves can become weakly
unstable in some restricted parameter regimes on the sub-Alfv6nic adiabatic jet, and that this should remain true for the

cooling jet examined here.

5. TRANSVERSE STRUCTURE OF SYMMETRIC AND ASYMMETRIC MODES

The total pressure, radial velocity, and radial displacement perturbations inside the jet associated with the asymmetric
sinusoidal modes of the slab jet are given by

sin (flit x) exp [i(kz z - tot)] ,
p_;(x) = P*s sin (flit R)

cos (fljtx) exp [i(kz z - tot)] , (21)
uxl(x) = uxls cos (/_j,R)

_x(x)= _x_cos (/_j,x)
cos (flit R) exp [i(k_ z - tot)] ,

where p*_, u_l _, and _s are the surface amplitudes of the total pressure, the radial velocity, and the radial displacement
perturbations, respectively, and flit(to, k) (co and k are normal mode solutions of the asymmetric dispersion relation). Note that
D_JDt = u,l and therefore that _(x) oc uxl(x)/(to - ku). In equations (21), sin (flit x)/sin (flit R) is replaced by cos (flit x)/cos

(flit R), and cos (flit x)/cos (flit R) is replaced by sin (flit x)/sin (flit R) for the symmetric mode. In general, the flit(to, k) are
complex, and the transverse behavior of perturbations associated with the normal modes inside the jet can be written in the
form f(x) = A(x)e i¢_) exp [i(k_ z - tot)]. There is both an amplitude and a phase dependence of the perturbation internal to
the jet surface relative to the perturbation at the jet surface. In general, the amplitude dependence of the body waves leads to
null surfaces between the jet center and the surface at which no fluid displacement occurs, one null surface for the first body
wave, two null surfaces for the second body wave, etc., with fluid displacements in opposite directions on either side of the null
surface.

Fluid displacements have been computed within the Mach 5 unmagnetized jet with DM-type cooling. Figure 5 shows the

positions of displaced fluid surfaces associated with symmetric ($2) and asymmetric mode (S) surface waves at two frequencies,
and with the symmetric mode second (B2) and third (B3) body waves and asymmetric mode first (B1) and second (B2) body
waves at each wave's maximally growing frequency. We note that symmetric modes S1 and B1 both show the same structure
as $2 at toR/u -- 0.3, but with different wavelength. A more typical structure for the symmetric mode body wave B1,
determined by computing the structure associated with B1 on the adiabatic jet, shows a phase shift in the displacement
between jet surface and jet center of about one-quarter wavelength. Thus, the symmetric mode body wave B1 behaves like a
surface wave and is strongly coupled to S1 and $2 on the jet with DM-type cooling, as is suggested by the structure of the
solutions shown in Figure 2. While the behavior of the surface waves is unchanged at lower frequencies, there is a rapid

change as frequencies rise: by frequency coR/u = 1.0, the jet can no longer respond as a unit to the surface oscillations. In
general, at frequencies above toR/aex ,-_ 2 (for Mach 5, this becomes toR/u _ 0.4, and for Mach 20, toR/u _ 0.1), displacements
decrease considerably in amplitude and are shifted in phase as the distance from the jet surface increases, a central jet core is

only marginally displaced, and only internal waves are produced (cf. Hardee et al. 1994). Considerably more interior
displacement is revealed to accompany the symmetric mode body wave B2 and the asymmetric mode body wave B1. Both of
these modes reveal significant displacements of a jet core considerably out of phase with displacements outside a null

displacement surface at about 75% of the jet radius. The symmetric mode body wave B3 and the asymmetric mode body wave
B2 also reveal displacement of a jet core, but now interior to a null displacement surface at about 25% of the jet radius. A
second null displacement surface is located at about 75% of the jet radius. With the exception of the symmetric mode $2 at
toR/u = 0.3, surface amplitudes in Figure 5 have been chosen at the maximum amplitude for which displacement surfaces do
not cross. At least approximately, this choice must represent the maximum possible amplitude since larger displacements
imply the development of shocks where displacement surfaces cross. Note that the maximum surface amplitude decreases
either as the frequency increases or for the higher order body waves. Such a result is consistent with the fact that motions
in the transverse direction cannot greatly exceed the jet magnetosonic speed and that the displacement ix(x)oc u,l(x)/

[tom(1 -- k mU/tom] , where u_(x) < ams,j t. Thus, as tom increases for a surface wave or for the fastest growing higher order body
waves at co*, the maximum displacement should decrease. We conclude that the largest displacements should be associated
with the surface waves at frequencies toR/acx < 2 and/or associated with the lowest order body waves at higher frequencies.

6. SUMMARY

In this paper, we have presented a linear stability analysis for K-H modes in astrophysical jets in which radiative cooling is
dynamically important. Both magnetized and unmagnetized jets were studied. Moreover, we have performed our analysis
using two separate cooling curves, one due to Dalgarno & McCray (1972; the DM cooling curve), which is appropriate for
interstellar gas, and the other due to MacDonald & Bailey (1981; the MB cooling curve), which is appropriate for photoion-
ized gas. The DM cooling curve is applicable to studies of protostellar jets, while the MB curve is applicable to jets from active
galactic nuclei. By studying two cooling curves, we have been able to investigate in detail the influence of cooling on the

dynamical properties of K-H modes in jets.
We have found significant differences in the properties of the K-H modes in a jet between DM and MB cooling curves, and

in comparison with the adiabatic jet. In particular, the MB cooling curve is such a steep function of temperature, proportional
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to T 2"53, that linear perturbations away from the equilibrium state (where the cooling and heating rates are balanced) tend to
be damped. However, the opposite is true for the DM cooling curve. In this case, at temperatures above and below 10,000 K,
the cooling rate is a less steep function of temperature, proportional to T °'5, so that the growth of linear perturbations tends
to be enhanced by the increase in the heating rate compared with cooling in dense regions.

It is conventional to classify K-H modes on a jet into two families: surface waves and body waves. In general, DM cooling
tends to increase the growth rate of the K-H surface waves relative to the adiabatic jet, whereas MB cooling tends to decrease
their growth rate. The changes in the growth rate relative to the adiabatic case are stronger for the symmetric pinch surface
wave than for the asymmetric sinusoidal surface wave. In fact, we find that the growth rate of the pinch surface wave can
become comparable to that of the sinusoidal surface wave (instead of much less, as in the case of the adiabatic super-
magnetosonic jet). We also note that the single pinch surface wave on the adiabatic jet splits into two pinch surface waves on
the cooling jet, with a strong interaction evident between these surface waves and the first pinch body wave.

For our choice of parameters, a cold jet with nit = 600 cm -3, Tit = 1000 K, and a hot external cocoon medium with
nex = 60 cm-3 Tjt = 10,000 K, DM cooling can enhance greatly the growth rate of the surface waves, particularly at low and
high frequencies relative to the maximally growing frequency associated with the adiabatic jet, i.e., we find that there can be
broad ranges of frequencies and wavelengths for which the growth rates are nearly constant. A growth rate plateau at low
frequencies arises from internal jet cooling, and a growth rate plateau at high frequencies arises from external cocoon cooling.
If the ionization fraction in the jet is higher than our choice of ne/n = 0.001, the internal jet cooling rate is larger, and the
low-frequency growth rate of the pinch surface wave is increased proportionally. There is a slight effect on the sinusoidal
surface wave at low frequencies. On the other hand, the DM cooling time for our choice of cocoon temperatures and densities
is on the order of 10 yr. This suggests that the cocoon surrounding a real protostellar jet will be cooler than 10,000 K, and a
more realistic choice of cooling rate would place the external cocoon medium on the steep temperature discontinuity of the
DM cooling curve. In this case, the high-frequency stability behavior would be more like our MB cooling results (cocoon
cooling time of about 550 yr), which led to a maximum in the growth rate, albeit at a frequency and wavelength different from
the adiabatic case, and wave damping at higher frequencies. We note that at the highest frequencies and correspondingly
shortest perturbation wavelengths, adiabatic and cooling jets are predicted to behave similarly and with negligible growth
rates.

The effect of cooling on pinch and sinusoidal body waves that accompany the surface wave can also be significant. In

general, asymmetric body waves of all order and symmetric body waves of higher than first order are affected similarly by
cooling. For DM cooling, the growth of body waves occurs over a reduced frequency range, and the maximum growth rate is
somewhat reduced relative to the adiabatic jet. The maximum growth rate of body waves is less than the growth rate of the
surface waves at the same frequency. For MB cooling, the maximum growth rate of the body waves remains comparable to
the adiabatic jet, and the body waves grow more rapidly than the surface waves. The principal effect of MB cooling on the
body waves is to greatly narrow the frequency range over which these waves are growing. There are small shifts in the
maximally growing frequency of the body waves as a function of the cooling rate and cooling function.

Provided a jet is highly supermagnetosonic and not magnetic pressure-dominated, the introduction of a magnetic field
changes some details of the structure of the solutions to the dispersion relations but does not strongly modify the important
differences between an adiabatic jet and a DM cooling jet. For example, the high-frequency growth rate plateau associated
with pinch and sinusoidal surface waves, and the frequencies and wavelengths associated with the maximum growth rate of
the body waves, remain nearly unchanged from the purely fluid results. However, when the jet is magnetic pressure-
dominated or when the jet is not highly supermagnetosonic, the stability properties become much more similar to those of the

adiabatic jet. In the present analysis, the most important effect of a decrease in the magnetosonic Mach number or an increase
in the magnetic pressure is to eliminate the high-frequency plateau in the growth rate associated with pinch and sinusoidal
surface waves.

For the first time, we have also investigated the structures expected to arise as the result of growth associated with the
various wave modes by plotting fluid displacement surfaces. With the exception of the two pinch surface and first pinch body
waves, all displacement structures remain similar on adiabatic and cooling jets. The most important aspect of this investiga-
tion for cooling jets is the change in structure of the surface waves as a function of frequency. For example, at higher
frequencies, the jet cannot respond bodily to either pinching or sinusoidal oscillation, the surface perturbation is not
communicated strongly into the interior, and the maximum amplitude is reduced. The most important implication of this
result is that high growth rates will not necessarily imply large jet distortion since the jet cannot respond bodily to the short
wavelengths associated with the higher frequencies. In the present context, we have found that large-scale pinching or
sinusoidal distortion should occur only for perturbation frequencies ooR/aex < 2. Higher perturbation frequencies can
produce only relatively small-amplitude short-wavelength ripples to the jet surface via the surface wave and/or relatively
larger amplitude short-wavelength rippling internal structures via the body waves.

It is not possible to compare directly our results for the pinching mode with those of Massaglia et al. (1992) because they
used a different cooling function, they performed a temporal analysis, rather than the spatial stability analysis performed here,
and they only analyzed the effect of cooling on K-H growth at two wavenumbers on a cylindrical jet and not on the slab jet
analyzed here. However, preliminary results indicate a similar cooling response in slab and cylindrical geometries as was
previously found for the adiabatic jet by Hardee & Norman (1988). Very approximately, the short- and long-wavelength cases
of kR = 5 and kR = 0.5 on the Mach number Mjt = 10 jet investigated by Massaglia et al. correspond to frequencies of
coR/u _ 4-5 and coR/u _ 0.4-0.5, respectively, on our Mach number Mjt = 15.8 and 63.2 jets. We note that their long-
wavelength case is not truly at long wavelength and low frequency but is closer to intermediate wavelength and frequency.

x 10 s, is z = 5.4 for DM cooling, withOur ratio of cooling time to dynamical time, z -= teooJtdyn, where tdy n _ R/ajt = 6.7 9
1 MB 10

DM -1 DM 10 = 8.8 for MB cooling, with t_Bl -- (F -- 1)- pjt/Cjt = 5.9 x 10 s. Thesetcool=(F-1) pjt/Cjt =3.6× 10 s, and
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values of z are at the upper limits shown by Massaglia et al. While direct comparison is not possible, we do appear to agree

with several of their conclusions: (1) the growth rate of body waves can be reduced by DM cooling, (2) the growth rate of

pinching (axisymmetric) and sinusoidal (asymmetric) surface waves can be similar at high frequency and short wavelength but

different at intermediate and longer wavelengths, and (3) these linear results are insensitive to the Mach number. On the other

hand, relative growth rates appear to depend sensitively on the magnitude and temperature dependence of the cooling

function, which is illustrated by the significantly different growth rates found for DM cooling and MB cooling.

In Paper II, we perform numerical simulations of slab jets with DM and MB cooling curves that verify the linear analysis

results found here, extend the study of asymmetric instability into the nonlinear regime, examine the disruption of the jet into

dense knots and filaments, and discuss the relevance of our results to observed protostellar jets.
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